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An artist finds immense liberty of expressions, with the use of different art materials , to add colour
to his creativity. He has a free reign over his thoughts and he paints his imagination with a heady
mix of patterns, designs and colours on the canvas. In his endeavour to pour out his heart to the
world to savour, he needs pastels, crayons, paper sheets, acrylic paints, water colours and oil
paints. These are the basic art materials that help him achieve his dream.

A stroke of expression with the right art materials:

Give an artist to deliver speech on certain subject, he becomes numb. But hand out a paper and he
is at it to transfer all his perspective and expressions with the right mix of colours to give you a
better concept of the subject. There is nothing that can stop him from adding different shades of
expressions to his creativity with the right use of artists materials .

Traditionally, it all started with the discovery of pigments, that included ground, iron oxide, chalk,
manganese, iron ore. It was an interesting technique that got gradually replaced by fine coal dust,
mixed with saliva. The discovery got transferred on the walls of caves that exist even today. Hence,
it is observed that from pre-historic times, a humanâ€™s colour of expression added to creativity could
produce stories of their times.

The modern world sees ink and water colour as the most preferred art material. But one needs to
make sure that these are used on white paper sheets and not on canvases, since oil goes best with
them. Many artists find pencil as the most inventive material that is created in varied thickness,
grades and also in great assortment of colours. Nevertheless, an artist also uses shells, sea sand,
bark and beads to his artwork nowadays to bring stupendous creativity. Thus, there is no stopping
to an artistâ€™s sense of expression added to his creativity with the right use of art materials.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a art materials , check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a artists materials !
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